Healthier oceans for better lives
Thursday 9 June 2016, 3:00 pm to 5:30 pm - Palais des Nations – Room XIV

Organizers: Permanent Missions of France, Morocco and Monaco
with the support of Geneva Environment Network

Opening of the conference

- Preliminary remarks:
  H.E. Ms Elisabeth LAURIN, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of France
  H.E. Ms Carole LANTERI, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Monaco
- Video of H. S. H. Prince Albert II of Monaco
- Screening of a movie on marine protected areas

Panel 1: Science State of play of oceans

- Mr Michel JARRAUD, Secretary general emeritus of WMO
- Pr Denis ALLEMAND, Scientific Director, Centre Scientifique de Monaco
- Ms Françoise GAILL, Researcher, CNRS, plateforme océans-climat

Panel 2: Sustainable management of oceans

- Ms Cyriaque SENDASHONGA, Director of IUCN’s Policy and Programme Group
- Mr Bonapas ONGUGLO, Head of the Trade, Environment, Climate Change and Sustainable Development Branch, UNCTAD
- Mr Juan Carlos VASQUEZ, Chief of Legal and Compliance Unit, CITES
- Ms Christine HAFFNER SIFAKIS, Task Manager for IW Africa Portfolio, UNEP

Message from young generation: Students of the Lycée International Ferney-Voltaire

Contemporary circumpolar art and climate change: Ms Martha CERNY, Cerny Inuit Collection

Closing: H.E. Mr Mohamed AUJJAR, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Morocco

Translation in French and English
A cocktail will be served at the end of the conference.